Effects of resource distribution and feedback on computer-mediated collaboration in dyads
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Abstract. Two methods for fostering collaborative behavior in dyads are compared: a feed-
back-mechanism to scaffold collaborative behavior, and use of distributed learning resources. 
Based on recent research on what constitutes effective collaboration behavior, we developed a 
coding scheme to categorize learner-learner interaction as collaboration. In a collaboration en-
vironment for learner dyads specifically implemented to test our hypotheses, a human observer 
identified, in parallel with students’ interactions, instances of real collaboration, and gave 
online feedback. In the same two-factorial design, we varied the resources available to the part-
ers. The influence of these interventions on outcomes related to knowledge acquisition, prob-
lem-solving, group climate and collaborative behavior was tested. Overall, collaboration was 
infrquent. Results suggest there are benefits in providing a feedback approach in fostering col-
laboration and enhancing problem-solving quality.

1. Approaches to collaboration support

For groups to realize their potential as a learning resource, more needs to be done than just 
providing them with a tool to exchange information. Groups have a number of functions: in 
addition to accomplishing a learning goal, getting a task done or solving a problem, groups 
have to manage their interaction, establish and maintain common ground, keep the group 
stable and take care of individual members’ concerns [1]. The move to net-based forms of 
interaction among group members makes it even more important to attend to these group 
functions.

A number of methods for scaffolding collaboration have been developed. A general dis-
tinction needs to be made between support that is design-based (all decisions are made be-
fore the collaboration begins and there is a blueprint for how collaboration will be con-
ducted) and support that is provided dynamically (the major decisions are made based on 
observations from learners’ ongoing interaction, and decisions are made at “run time”).

One method to scaffold collaboration by design involves the selection of specific tasks 
and resource distributions. Examples are Group Jigsaw [2], Reciprocal Teaching [3] or 
Problem-Based Learning [4]. The rationale behind this approach is that students are forced 
to collaborate in order to accomplish a goal because of task demands and the manner in 
which information necessary for accomplishing the task is distributed. An elementary 
method is to distribute expertise among group members in early stages of group formation 
[5] [6]. As this is not always possible (for example, when ad-hoc groups are formed) other 
methods have to be taken into account. A second and more applicable method is to vary re-
sources (for example, the learning material). This method implies that only groups in which 
members exchange their resources or put them together can successfully complete a (learn-
ing) task. Komis et al. [7] or Muehlenbrock [8] provide examples of this methodology by 
distributing learning resources for collaborative problem solving among learners. In the 
study of Komis et al. [7] this intervention did not automatically lead to better learning out-
comes (in this case, quality of solutions) compared to dyadic groups with individuals owning all relevant material. However, groups with distributed resources were more active, exchanged more contributions and became more involved in discussion.

A number of researchers in the field of Computer-Supported Learning (CSCL) have begun to address this issue of collaboration management. Managing on-line collaboration by means of intelligent support can take a number of forms: mirroring, metacognitive and advice tools [9]. They all require the ability to trace the interaction going on among the team members in some level of detail (data collection). Information about learners’ collaborative performance can be traced on a number of dimensions. A first dimension is problem solving: how does the contribution of a group member change the problem state and contribute to the solution [10]. A second dimension is participation: how often, in what sequence, around which topics do members contribute to the group’s work [4]? A third dimension concerns members’ emotional and motivational state, or well-being. We [10] [11] have been able to show that enriching CMC by means of dynamic motivational/emotional parameters of group members helps to positively influence the group climate as well as individuals’ motivation [12] and, thus, contributes to groups’ well-being functions [1] [13]. A fourth dimension along which feedback can be provided is collaboration behavior proper: how does the action of one group member affect other group members’ interaction behavior? Of particular interest in this regard is knowledge sharing [14].

Design-based and dynamic approaches can easily be combined and, given that they address different issues and phases of group work, this should probably occur. To prepare the ground for this, we have conducted a study that analyses how combining the distribution of learning resources (a design approach) with providing feedback on collaboration behavior (a dynamic approach) affects various parameters of collaboration. Varying both factors in one experimental design allows us not only to assess the effects of combining the two approaches, but also to study interactions between the two methods.

2. Experimental study

2.1. Identifying instances of collaboration in dyadic interactions

Analysing collaboration behavior requires to define units of analysis that capture interaction among group members. (Aggregated) observations on individual participation behavior and assessment of individual psychological states are not sufficient. Table 1 shows the categories derived from a literature review for dyadic learning in terms of action-reaction-patterns (references to the underlying literature are in the note at the bottom of the table).

Letters A to I in Table 1 describe nine different possible ways to start collaboration (resulting in 26 possible action-reaction chains). All utterances, for example, in category A classify openings with a proposal for a problem solution (or all openings in category F represent coordinative contributions). Each code stands for another chain of interactions and is a unique collaborative event.
Table 1: Operationalization of collaborative events in dyads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action of Person 1</th>
<th>Reaction of Person 2</th>
<th>Reaction of Person 1 (to Person 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1 proposal (related to problem) also: contraproposal</td>
<td>agree/accept 1, 3, 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or support 1</td>
<td>or propose a next step 1</td>
<td>or support 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or A2 support 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>or propose a next step 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or A3.1 propose a next step 1</td>
<td>agree/accept 1, 2, 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or A3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>or document the proposal 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or A3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>or query, challenge 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or A3.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>or assert or justify or explain (in this case a further positive reaction of person 2 is necessary) 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or A4 document the proposal 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>or agree, bear out (in this case: no collaboration) 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or A5.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>or request time (e.g. for documenting or thinking about) 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or A5.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>or elaborate (active) 2, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or A5.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>or elaborate (passive) 2, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or A5.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>or perform 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or A5.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>or ask (in case of lack of understanding) 1, 2, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or A6</td>
<td></td>
<td>or agree/accept 1, 3, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or A7</td>
<td></td>
<td>or elaborate (active) 2, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or A8</td>
<td></td>
<td>or elaborate (passive) 2, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or A9</td>
<td></td>
<td>or perform 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1 ask for help advice 1, 3, 6</td>
<td>inform 1, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 shift focus to a new aspect 2</td>
<td>agree/accept 1, 2, 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or C2</td>
<td>or clarify/ negotiate 1, 2, 4</td>
<td>agree/accept 1, 2, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1 encourage partner or peer group 2, 5, 8</td>
<td>support group cohesion 2, 5, 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1 refer to emotional-motivational process 2, 4, 6</td>
<td>acknowledge 1, 2, 3, 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or E2</td>
<td>or Answer (referring to contribution) 2, 4, 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 coordinate task (steps for solution) 8, 9</td>
<td>agree/accept 1, 2, 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or F2</td>
<td>or clarify/ negotiate 1, 2, 4</td>
<td>agree/accept 1, 2, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1 reflect on group processing or analyze group performance 3</td>
<td>agree/accept or answer 1, 2, 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or G2</td>
<td>or clarify/ negotiate 1, 2, 4</td>
<td>agree/accept 1, 2, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1 construct meta-knowledge/ reflect on distribution of knowledge 3</td>
<td>agree/accept or answer 1, 2, 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or I1 drag text block in shared workspace (chat) 2, 5, 7</td>
<td>continue to work with text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: [3] [15] [4] [2] [16] [6] [17] [18] [19].

In addition to the coding scheme, we developed a computer supported learning scenario for dyadic problem solving. The technical platform was an HTML-based interface with several components (see Figure 2). Each learner had (via a Web browser) access to a frame page with several integrated components. The first component is a window containing tasks and
the learning material (HTML; left upper corner of Figure 2). The second component is a
text editor where solutions to the presented problems had to be developed (left lower
corner in Figure 2). The third component was a chat window for possible collaboration
purposes (upper right column in Figure 2). The fourth and last component was an MS Excel©
based counter providing feedback about the number of collaborative events (lower right
corner).

Figure 1: User Interface for individual and cooperative learning.

2.2. Experimental setting

Learners were randomly assigned to pairs and conditions and participated synchronously
in different rooms. After an introductory pre-test, participants were introduced to the learning
environment. Each student had the same task, which was to solve a problem in the field
of clinical psychology in a written essay (with the text editor). The problem itself was a
case description about a woman with a co-morbid disorder (depression and anorexia ner-
vosa).

The main purpose of this study was to assess the influence of two basic interventions on
the quantity of collaboration and cognitive outcomes as well as group climate: first, the in-
fluence of distributed learning resources and second, the availability of feedback on col-
laborative events (i.e. an underlying 2 X 2 factorial design). The first factor was the varia-
tion of the learning resources (homogenous versus distributed). In one condition (homoge-
nous resources), each learner had access to the complete learning material relevant for solv-
ing the case. In a second condition, one participant had access only to relevant passages
about depressive disorders and the other participant of the dyad to the learning material re-
lated to anorexia nervosa. As both parts were single chapters in the underlying textbook,
they were simply divided. The second factor was the availability or absence of feedback on
collaborative events. In one condition, the dyadic learning groups received feedback as op-
erationalized and described above. In a second condition, the experimenter analyzed col-
laborative feedback events but no feedback was provided (the visualization was also re-
moved from the user interface).

In order to realize the feedback condition, we had to rely on human judgement because
sufficiently powerful methods for computer-based analysis of students’ written exchanges
were not available to us. Thus a trained human rater analyzed the discourse in the chat window as it was typed in, and in this manner monitored the contributions of the partners in the dyads. Whenever the rater identified an interaction sequence as matching one of the categories mentioned in Table 1, he gave (only general) feedback to the dyad: “You have successfully cooperated! Keep on!” There was no other interference by the experimenter.

2.3. Main Results

Our major goal was to find out if distributed learning resources as well as collaboration feedback improve collaborative learning and, thus, contribute to learning success, the quality of problem-solving and have a positive influence on group climate. Overall, 40 participants (7 men and 33 women with a mean age of 24.5 years; most of them students at the University of Heidelberg) took part in this study. In a pre-test we assessed participants’ prior knowledge with a test related to the learning objectives of the case solution. The same test was used as post-test. In the post-test we also assessed the group climate experienced by participants using an adopted subscale of the Medical School Learning Environment Survey [20] [21]. We also took into account the number of collaborative events as well as each participant’s quality of problem solution as dependant variables. Overall, participation in this study took about 2½ hours with pre- and post-test lasting about one hour altogether.

Results related to absolute events of collaboration revealed rather poor cooperation among individual group members (see Figure 2, left side). In the condition with homogenous resources and no collaboration feedback there was no collaborative event at all. The several interventions led to an increased number of collaborative interactions (Chi-square (df=1) = 3.86, p<.05; calculated on group level). The highest amount was in the condition with distributed resources and collaboration feedback. The numbers are, in general, very low (each dyad had about 1½ hours time for problem-solving/cooperation). Several aspects might explain this. First, students had to read the case description and scan the learning material (which contained about 8500 words overall; learners were encouraged to read selectively). This took a major part of the available time. Second, the chat limited exchange between students not only to short sentences, but also allowed them to exchange longer paragraphs of the learning material or their own problem solutions. Most interaction chains (considered here as collaborative events) included exchange of major text parts.

Another dependant variable was the group climate as experienced by the learners. There was no effect of the factor “distributed resources” but a marginal effect of “collaboration feedback” (F(1, 38) = 3.744, p<.061): dyads that received this kind of feedback experienced the group climate better than dyads without this feedback (see Figure 2 right).
We were also interested in learning outcomes. Results of the standardized knowledge tests (pre- and post test) were compared in order to compute an overall score of knowledge acquisition from before to after the treatment. Results reveal no significant effects (see Figure 3, left). Participants in the condition with distributed resources and no collaboration feedback received the lowest scores. A lack of collaboration as well as additional learning material (owned by the other partner of the dyad) could explain this.

For analyzing the quality of problem solutions provided by the participants, we developed an expert solution (including causes, diagnoses and therapy of depression and anorexia nervosa as well as interrelationships between both disorders). Two expert raters compared participants’ case solutions with the expert model using a scoring scheme ($r_{corr}=0.97$). Participants in dyadic groups with collaboration feedback scored significantly higher than those in groups without feedback ($F(1, 38) = 4.687, p< .037$; see Figure 3, right). There was no significant effect of distributed versus homogenous resources ($F(1, 38) = 1.353, n.s$) as well as no significant interaction effect. The following table shows results on correlations of dependent measures.
Table 2: Correlation matrix of dependant variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of collaborative events</th>
<th>Group climate</th>
<th>Problem-solving quality</th>
<th>Knowledge (post test)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of collaborative events</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.56**</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group climate</td>
<td>0.56**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-solving quality</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.39*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge (post test)</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.39*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Spearman R correlation. * = p<.05; **p<.01

3. Summary and Discussion

In a 2 x 2 factorial experiment we tested the influence of distributed learning resources as well as feedback related to collaboration on outcomes of knowledge acquisition, quality of problem-solving, group climate and number of collaborative events in a network-based cooperative learning scenario. Learners in dyads had to solve a single case following a Problem-Based Learning approach. Results suggest that a distribution of learning resources and feedback about collaboration enhance collaborative behaviour (compared to homogenous learning material and/or no collaboration feedback). Although we could not find an enhancement in knowledge acquisition using a common test format, we were able to show that the feedback approach led to significantly better problem solutions. Results related to group climate also suggest that feedback on collaborative events could foster collaboration itself and, thus, positively influence group climate.

Taken together, results suggest that by distributing learning material, collaboration can be positively influenced but this will have no substantial effect on cognitive outcomes or group climate. In addition, monitoring students’ interaction behaviour and providing feedback on collaboration triggers further collaborative behaviour and influences problem-solving processes as well as group climate.
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